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Sputtering of Copper {110} by 3 keV Argon — A Computer Simulation

A. Weygandt, B. V. King, Dept. of Physics, The University of Newcastle, NSW 2308

The aims of this study are (i) to investigate the angular distribution of atoms sputtered from
{110} surface of a copper monocrystal due to normal incidence 3 keV Argon impact as well
as (ii) to examine the change of sputtering behaviour with temperature from 0 K to 670 K. We
have used the Molecular Dynamics (MD) code SPUT93M to study sputtering. In MD codes
Newton's equations of motion are solved simultanously for all atoms of a crystal. The forces
acting on a particle are found from derivatives of a model potential function^. For the present
study an embedded atom method (EAM) potential was used. This potential has previously been
used for MD simulations in copper®.

The crystals contain 1680 atoms ordered in 12 layers. A
plan view of the fcc{110} surface is shown in the diagram.
Three major directions with azimuthal angle <f> (0°, 55°, 90°)
in the crystal face are marked. The polar angle 9 is defined as
the angle between the surface normal and the direction of the
sputtered atoms. One cold crystal (at 0 K) and five different
hot crystals (at 670 K) are used. The rectangle represents the
impact area, which covers four irreduceable symmetry areas,
to correctly model the warm crystal. We simulated 1000 ar-
gon impacts for each crystal. For the analysis of the results
we imposed C2v symmetry.

We found a sputter yield of 3.16±0.06. Although this is 33% higher than the experimental
yield of 2.27W, there is considerable uncertainty in the experimental measurements. How-
ever, we do reproduce well the ratio of experimental sputtering yields from (110) and (100)
surfaces®. We also find that the total yield for the warm crystal (670 K) of 3.13±0.03 is only
slightly lower, in agreement with experimental results which indicate that the temperature of
the target has generally very little direct influence on the sputtering yield®.

Since Wehners discovery of predominant sputtering along low index crystal directions, it
is known that the angular resolved sputtering yield depends strongly on the structure of the
crystal. These phenomena were first explained with the transport of energy due to correlated
focused collision cascades of atoms along closed packed directions. For the fee crystal this
means that preferential emission is predicted in the (110) direction caused by direct focusing
collisions and in the (100) direction caused by assisted focusing collision sequences.

However, preferential ejection is also seen as a result of low energy impact where energy de-
position is close to the surface, so that focussed collisions sequences are not formed^7'. Indeed,
for sputtering from a Cu{l 10} crystal by 100 eV Ar Johannessent8' correlated such collisional
mechanisms with features in the spot pattern. The mechanisms involve two or three major col-
lisions in the first and second layers of the surface appropriate for 100 eV Ar impact. His spots
and mechanisms are shown in the accompanying table. For 500 eV Ar impact he was how-
ever not able to correlate the acting mechanisms with the spot pattern because more collisional
mechanisms are possible and the spot pattern features he observed were not detailed enough.
In contrast we are able to see distinct spots for sputtering with 3 keV argon, (table and figl).

The mechanisms in the table are parameterised by a combination of the origin of the sput-
tered atom, the origin of atoms which strikes the sputtered atom and the crystal direction. The
An notation denotes that sputtered atom is hit by an atom from n layers below. The crystal
direction identifies which atom in the deeper layer causes the ejection. This notation is only
relevant in cases with a well defined final collision leading to ejection. We try to identify these



processes by looking at the direction of the sputtered atom and and compare these with crystal
directions.

Some results of our simulation with a cold target are shown in figure 1 and the peaks in
the angular distribution identified in the accompanying table. It should be noted that figure 1
shows the angular distribution of all sputtered atoms whereas some of the peaks in the table are
best identified using layer resolved angular distributions. Three of the peaks may result from
mechanisms identified by Johannessen but we find for 3 keV that there are more spots than
found by Johannessen at 100 eV. We also find that ejection due to collisions between atoms in
the top layers along closed-packed directions become important. From figure 1 we see a large
intensity for normal incidence corresponding to ejection along the (110) direction (0 = 0°).
About three quarters of the particles sputtered at normal incidence come from the second layer.
This is presumably because second layer atoms are focussed into normal ejection by the top
layer atoms. A possible mechanism for the normal ejection is the A2 processes in the (110)
direction.
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Furthermore there is an intense spot in the (j> = 0°,6 =38 ° direction. Atoms sputtered in this
direction come from both the first and the second layer. These atoms could be hit by atoms from
2 layers below ( A2 (100)) but then the ejection would be about 45°. Johannessen has a different
mechanism. He identified the spot as due to a Ao (110), which could be likewise possible for
3 keV Ar impact. This process could also lead to both first and second layer ejection. So both
mechanisms are possible. We also see a small spot in the 0 = 63° direction due to the first layer.
We may classify it as the Ao (110) process. The A2 (114) process seems to be too improbable,
because the interaction distants rather long.

In the <f> =55° azimuth two spots are visible which are both caused by atoms from the first
layer. The more intense spot is the 9 = 40° direction. Atoms from the fourth layer may eject
first layer atoms (A3 (112)). This would be a rather unlikely process, because the direction
is not closed packed. Another possible explanation for the existence of this spot could be
the Ao (110) mechanism. If we accept this explanation, we should look again in the 0 = 0°
direction. These atoms should lead the sputtered atoms with 8 < 40°. However, this effect is
not observed. The second spot in <p = 55° is at 6 = 63°. This ejection may be produced by a
nearest neighbour Ai (110) mechanism. It could be also due to the Ao (112) mechanism. The
Ai (110) mechanism seems to be the most probable, because the ejection direction corresponds
with the closed packed direction. This identification would favour the Ao (112) mechanism for
the (f> = 55°, 6 = 40° spot.



In the <f> = 90° azimuth sputtered atoms from the first three layers contribute to the picture
and in particular to the spot at 8 = 25°. Processes which lead to this sputtering could not
however be identified. The other spot at 9 = 50° has it origin in the first layer. Possibly a A2

(112) mechanism leads to this spot.
Last the effect of temperature has been investigated. It is striking that the intensity of the

normal spot has decreased as the crystal temperature is increased (fig.l). An explanation for a
similar behaviour of a spot in the (110) closed packed direction for Au{ 111} has been given by
Rosencrance et alJ9l They observed that 90% of the decrease in the yield of this spot is due to
a decreases in the contribution of their so-called "direct ejection" (DE) process which is in our
notation a Ai (110) process. Emission from the second and third layer (not shown) becomes
much more uniform and causes spots like <f> = 90°, 9 = 25° to disappear. There is however still
a spot at <j) = 0° and 8 = 3%°. This spot has also lost intensity, but it is still observable. The
spots due to first layer atoms, have moved to lower 9 angles. For example <j> = 55°, 6 = 63°
has moved to 6 = 54°. We are currently investigating mechanisms responsible for the change
in angular ejection with temperature.

In conclusion we have identified mechanisms which determine the angular distributions
of atoms sputtered from a Cu{110} crystal by 3 keV Ar. The open nature of the Cu{110}
crystal and the relatively high Ar energy which lead to more processes than have previously
been identified. Heating the crystal causes more uniform emission.
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Fig.1: Angular distributions (left) from the cold crystal (0 K) and (right) from the warm crystal (670 K)
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